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ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel image splicing detection and localization scheme is proposed based on the

local feature descriptor which is learned by deep convolutional neural network (CNN). A two-branch CNN,

which serves as an expressive local descriptor is presented and applied to automatically learn hierarchical

representations from the input RGB color or grayscale test images. The first layer of the proposed CNN

model is used to suppress the effects of image contents and extract the diverse and expressive residual

features, which is deliberately designed for image splicing detection applications. In specific, the kernels of

the first convolutional layer are initialized with an optimized combination of the 30 linear high-pass filters

used in calculation of residual maps in spatial rich model (SRM), and is fine-tuned through a constrained

learning strategy to retain the high-pass filtering properties for the learned kernels. Both the contrastive

loss and cross entropy loss are utilized to jointly improve the generalization ability of the proposed CNN

model. With the block-wise dense features for a test image extracted by the pre-trained CNN-based local

descriptor, an effective feature fusion strategy, known as block pooling, is adopted to obtain the final

discriminative features for image splicing detection with SVM. Based on the pre-trained CNN model,

an image splicing localization scheme is further developed by incorporating the fully connected conditional

random field (CRF). Extensive experimental results on several public datasets show that the proposed

CNN based scheme outperforms some state-of-the-art methods not only in image splicing detection and

localization performance, but also in robustness against JPEG compression.

INDEX TERMS Image splicing detection, splicing localization, convolutional neural network, feature

fusion, conditional random field (CRF).

I. INTRODUCTION

Image forensic is the science and art to establish the image

authenticity, locate the anomalies in an image and reveal

the history of image manipulation. Accompanied with the

progresses in digital image processing and multimedia com-

munication techniques, image forensic technology develops

extremely fast in the last decades and faces consistently

growing challenges than ever before. These challenges derive

from the popularity of high quality digital camera and the

development of user friendly image processing software, e.g.,

Adobe Photoshop or GNU Gimp, relieving the difficulty of

image editing, meanwhile, inevitably promising the easiness

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zhu Han .

of image tampering. By taking elaborately care to guaran-

tee coherent illumination, consistent perspective and proper

geometry of objects, the forged image can be extremely

realistic and hardly perceived by human perceptual system.

Among the countless images uploaded to social media net-

work every day, malicious tampered photographs are appear-

ing with a growing frequency and sophistication, potentially

leading to some negative financial, legal or even political

consequences in our daily life. Therefore, in order to regain

the public trust to digital images, the design of effective image

forgery detection tools is of great significance for digital

image forensics.

Image splicing, also known as photo composition, is the

most common form of image forgery. It consists in inserting

fragments of alien images into a source image, which is
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usually aimed at deceiving the viewer. In general, the invisible

subtle alterations induced by splicing operation can be traced

back through physics-based and statistics-based approaches.

The former is based on the inconsistencies left at ‘‘scene

level’’, e.g., motion blur, illumination, perspective and geom-

etry of objects, which usually requires some user interac-

tions to select the investigated regions. For instance, general

perspective constraint is applied to splicing detection in [1],

which requires user interactions to determine the vanishing

line of the reference plane and target borders. In contrast

to physics-based approach, the statistics-based one concen-

trates on artifacts at ‘‘signal level’’, e.g., sensor patter noise,

demosaicing, compression artifact, in which some necessary

prior knowledge are usually explored. For example, given

sufficient photographs taken from a host camera, it is capable

to estimate photo-response non-uniformity noise (PRNU) [2]

that is unique for any camera sensor to detect or localize

the forgeries. On the other hand, assuming untouched images

from a digital camera are characterized by the presence of

CFA demosaicing artifacts [3], [4], the absence of this digital

fingerprint can be treated as a forensic cue to detect tam-

pering operations. Alternatively, prior knowledge can also

be derived from manipulation history of the pristine image

and its fake portions. In particular, assuming the images are

saved in compressed JPEG format, the original distribution

of DCT coefficients will be changed owing to recompres-

sion within spliced regions [5], [6], which can be intu-

itively applied to detect possible forgeries. However, the prior

knowledge are not always available in practical applications,

which asks for the involved splicing detection schemes to

be more general and less dependent on specific hypothesis.

To this end, expressive local features for the subtle artifacts

introduced by forgeries in image residual domain are always

explored. Following this idea, the local binary pattern (LBP)

is proposed for image splicing detection with excellent

results [23].

In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs), such as

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [10], Recurrent Neu-

ral Network (RNN) [11] and Generative Adversarial Net-

works (GAN) [12] have shown to be capable of characterizing

the complex statistical dependencies from high-dimensional

sensory inputs and efficiently learning their hierarchical rep-

resentations, allowing them generalize well across a wide

variety of computer vision (CV) tasks, including image clas-

sification [13], object tracking [14] and etc. More recently,

in light of the powerful feature representation capability

of DNNs, they have been applied to massive interdisci-

plinary applications, such as finger-vein verification [15],

short range weather prediction [16] and image steganaly-

sis [17], and achieve superior performance that outperforms

the conventional hand-crafted feature based approaches.

Inspired by this, a deep learning based image forgery detec-

tion scheme was also proposed in our previous work [18],

which works quite well on several public benchmark

datasets.

A. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS

In this paper, we substantially improve the scheme in our pre-

vious work [18] and generalize it to the application of image

splicing localization by taking advantage of the conditional

random field model (CRF). For the CNN model adopted

in [18], the first convolutional layer of the CNN model is

initialized with the 30 high-pass filters in SRM [7]. Although

it is proved to be effective for image forgery detection, more

than half of the kernels are duplicated, which may attenuate

the diversity of the extracting residual features. Intuitively,

it is expected that the learned kernels in the first convolutional

layer should still retain high-pass filtering property after net-

work training, which could not be ensured with the conven-

tional optimization strategy in weight updating. In addition,

the robustness performance against possible JPEG compres-

sion in practical applications is not taken into account in [18]

as well. Keep this in mind, we develop a new image splicing

detection and localization scheme that is capable of learning

feature representation automatically based on the supervised

CNN framework in this paper. The pre-trained CNN model

is used as a local descriptor to represent the test image on a

block-by-block basis. And then a block pooling based feature

fusion strategy is incorporated to obtain the discriminative

feature vector for binary classification with SVM classifier.

As an extension of our previous work in [18], this paper

includes several new contributions:

• We propose an improved initialization method for the

first convolutional layer based on the SRM. Unlike that

of [18], we further optimize the initialization strategy

in [18] by removing duplicate kernels and assembling

SRM filters of similar functionalities, leading to more

diverse kernels for residual computation.

• In order to maintain the high-pass filtering property of

the kernels in the first layer, we propose a constrained

learning strategy by regularizing the elementwise sum of

each learned filters to be zero, leading tomore distinctive

residual-based features for splicing detection.

• The contrastive loss function is employed to decrease

the intra-class variation and increase the inter-class devi-

ation, improving the generalization ability of our CNN

model.

• Unlike the global 1-D pooling strategy in [18], we pro-

pose a new block pooling based feature fusion technique

to improve the robustness against JPEG compression.

• Finally, we develop a splicing localization scheme based

on the proposed CNN model and fully connected condi-

tional random field (CRF).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we present a brief review of some conventional and newly-

developed deep learning based image forgery detection meth-

ods. The proposed image splicing detection and localization

scheme are described in Section III and Section IV, respec-

tively, which is followed by the experimental results and

analysis in Section V. Finally, the concluding remarks are

drawn in Section VI.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Nowadays, the most effective image forgery detection and

manipulation detection schemes can be divided into three

categories: (1) model based; (2) local descriptor based;

and (3) deep learning based approaches. In the followings,

the involved techniques, current status and development per-

spectives are briefly presented.

A. MODEL BASED APPROACH FOR IMAGE

FORGERY DETECTION

The essence of model based forgery detection approach lies

in modeling the statistics for a class of images (typically

natural images) to reveal the statistical dependency among

image pixels. Based on this statistical model, the deviation

from these statistics introduced by forgeries can be captured.

In [19], Shi et al. [19] proposed a natural image model for

image splicing detection, where the features extracted from

statistical moments of characteristic functions of wavelet sub-

bands are combined with the ones from theMarkov transition

probability matrixes in DCT domain to obtain the discrim-

inative feature vectors for support vector machine (SVM)

classification. The method in [19] was then extended to adopt

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) features in [21], leading to

a cross-domain feature used to train a SVM classifier. Later,

Zhao et al. [20] improved the model in [21] by resorting to

a 2-D noncausal Markov model to characterize the underly-

ing relationship of adjacent pixels. In general, model based

forgery detection approach may undergo expensive compu-

tational cost to obtain the statistical model with high-order

statistics, and the resulting features are extremely high dimen-

sional, thus the proper feature selection strategies are usually

required. In [9] and [22], the spatial rich model (SRM),

which is widely used in image steganalysis [7], is general-

ized to train the SVM classifier for image forgery detection.

For forged images involving multiple kinds of tampering,

Li et al. in [32] proposed an effective forgery detection

scheme by taking advantage of the possibility maps obtained

with the splicing and copy-move detectors, where the spa-

tial color rich model (SCRM) is incorporated for splicing

detection.

B. LOCAL DESCRIPTOR BASED APPROACH FOR

IMAGE FORGERY DETECTION

Tampering operations may inevitably induce the variations of

visual elements in images, e.g., texture, illumination or color,

and these subtle artifacts can be effectively captured by local

feature descriptors for forgery detection. In this context,

Muhammad et al. [23] employed a steerable pyramid trans-

form (SPT) to the chrominance component of YCbCr images,

then applied local binary pattern (LBP) to detect the distor-

tions of texture units for forged images and achieved fairly

good detection performances on CASIA v2.0 dataset [24].

Instead of using only one local descriptor, Carvalho et al. [25]

employed several image descriptors, and color space models

as well to expose the artifacts introduced by splicing in image

FIGURE 1. The framework of the proposed splicing detection approach.

illuminant map, achieving the state-of-the-art splicing detec-

tion performance in DSO-1 dataset [26].

C. DEEP LEARNING BASED APPROACH FOR IMAGE

FORGERY DETECTION

Unlike the arduous process of feature engineering to con-

struct the hand-crafted features in model based and local

descriptor based approaches, deep learning based approach

can directly learn and optimize the hierarchical feature rep-

resentations for image forgery detection, which allows end-

to-end training and is independent from prior knowledge

and human effort in feature design. However, directly apply-

ing conventional DNN architecture to image forensic tasks

sometimes yields barely satisfactory performance. This is

because, DNN tends to model some un-relevant objects, e.g.,

salient objects or complex textures when the domain-specific

SNR (e.g., tampering signal to image content) is not high

enough. In recognition of this fact, one intuitive solution is

to take advantage of the domain knowledge of the forensic

applications. In [27], Ying et al. adopted the wavelet features

as input of the deep autoencoder for tampering localization.

While in [28], by recasting the splicing localization in terms

of anomaly detection, forgeries were exposed by autoen-

coder based on the local features used in [22]. Alternatively,

a more systematic solution lies in integrating the domain

knowledge into the DNN models. In our prior work [18],

a new initialization strategy was applied to regularize the

convolutional layer to learn more expressive features for

forgery detection, which outperforms several state-of-the-art

model based and local descriptor based approaches. Spatial

and noise features were adopted in [44] where a two-stream

Faster R-CNN had been exploited to detect manipulated

regions. More recently, a hybrid LSTM (long short-term

memory) and encoder-decoder was adopted in [45] for pixel-

wise forgery localization based on resampling and spatial

features.

III. THE PROPOSED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL

NETWORK (CNN) BASED METHOD FOR

SPLICING DETECTION

In this Section, we first present the whole framework of the

proposed CNN based image splicing detection approach, and

then describe the architecture of the proposed CNN model

that acts as a local descriptor for exposing the statistical arti-

facts caused by image splicing. Next, the customized design

of the first convolutional layer for extracting the residual
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FIGURE 2. The architecture of the proposed two-branch CNN and its sub-network (in black dotted boxes). For the sub-network (CNN-128), ReLU
and BN layers are not included for brevity. The size of kernels in each convolutional layer is specified as: (number of output feature
maps)×height×width×(number of input feature maps). Note that, either of the two sub-networks can be used to validate the performance of
pre-trained CNN model due to the parameters sharing.

based features and the contrastive loss function for improv-

ing the generalization ability of CNN model are illustrated,

respectively. Finally, we show the feature extraction process

and the feature fusion strategy to obtain the final discrimina-

tive feature vector for SVM classification.

A. FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED SPLICING

DETECTION APPROACH

The framework of the proposed splicing detection approach

is illustrated in Fig. 1, which consists of the following four

major steps.

1) CNN-BASED LOCAL DESCRIPTOR CONSTRUCTION

In the first step, the proposed CNN model (shown

in Fig. 2) is pre-trained based on the labelled patch samples

(spliced or pristine) extracted from images in the training

set. The pre-trained CNN concentrates on the local statistical

artifacts induced by image tampering operations and learns a

hierarchical representation for spliced image patches, leading

to a powerful local feature descriptor for splicing detection

(refer to Section III-B, III-C and III-D for details).

2) CNN-BASED FEATURE EXTRACTION

In this step, the image under investigation is firstly segmented

into patch-sized image blocks. The pre-trained CNN-based

local descriptor (sub-network of the proposed CNN model)

is then applied to extract features for each block, in which,

the feature maps of the last convolutional layer are adopted

as an expressive feature for an image block (refer to

Section III-E for details).

3) FEATURE FUSION

With the CNN-based local descriptors for each block, they

are aggregated into a global one to represent the test image.

In specific, the extracted local features are integrated with

the proposed feature fusion strategy, i.e., block pooling tech-

nique, leading to the final discriminative feature for SVM

classification (refer to Section III-E for details).

4) SVM CLASSIFICATION

In the final step, based on the discriminative feature vector

obtained with the feature fusion strategy, a SVM classi-

fier is trained to perform binary classification, i.e., splicing

or authentication.

B. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED CNN

The architecture of the proposed two-branch CNN is illus-

trated in Fig. 2, where both sub-networks share the identical

structure and weight parameters in all of the convolutional

layers and fully-connected layers. With the two indepen-

dent input patch streams, the proposed two-branch CNN is

trained with an ensemble of multiple loss functions, i.e., two

cross-entropy losses (intra-sub-network) and one scalable

contrastive loss (cross-sub-network). Unlike the network of

Siamese et al.’s work [29], which is used to compute the sim-

ilarity between input pairs via a similarity function defined

at the top of the network, the proposed CNN adopts two

additional equal-weighted cross-entropy losses to perform

binary classification for the input patches. This is because, for

image splicing detection applications, the objective of CNN is

not to pursue the similarity of input patch pairs, but to identify

correctly the input patches (splicing or authentication) so as

to obtain a representative local feature descriptor. Note that,

the proposed two-branch CNN not only adopts the cross-

entropy loss within branch to supervise the training, but also

the contrastive loss with pairwise samples across branches to

reduce the intra-class variation and highlight the inter-class

deviation. We will show the effectiveness of contrastive loss

function later in Section III-D. This ‘‘multi-loss’’ training

strategy facilitates to improve the generalization ability of the
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FIGURE 3. Visualizations of 30 kernels in the first convolutional layer. (a) Kernels initialized by the method in [18]. (b) Kernels initialized by the proposed
improved initialization strategy. (c) Kernels in (a) fine-tuned by SRM-CNN. (d) Kernels in (b) fine-tuned by C_ISRM-CNN. Duplicated kernels and
non-high-pass filtering kernels are marked in yellow boxes in (c).

TABLE 1. 30 High-pass filters and their corresponding residual classes in SRM.

CNN model so that a more distinct feature representation for

input patch can be learned. Owning to the parameter shar-

ing strategy across the sub-networks, either of the two pre-

trained sub-networks (CNN) in the two-branch CNN model

can serve as a deep learning based local descriptor for splicing

detection.

In our work, patch (block) size of 128×128 is used

for splicing detection and localization applications. A CNN

model, i.e., CNN-128 is proposed, in which the first convo-

lutional layer is adopted for residual computation, as illus-

trated in the doted boxes in Fig. 2. In addition to the first

convolutional layer, CNN-128 consists of another 7 convo-

lutional layers, 2 max-pooling layers and a fully-connected

layer followed by a 2-way softmax classifier. Recent studies

show the importance of batch normalization (BN) [30] to

optimize CNN, which helps to reduce the internal-covariate-

shift by normalizing the input distribution to the standard

Gaussian. As a result, BN layers are applied to the output of

each convolutional layer in the proposed CNN model. The

activation function − ReLU is adopted after each BN layer

to enforce sparsity in output feature maps [31]. Note that,

equipped with only one necessary filly-connected layer with

dropout technique [10], the proposed CNN model exhibits

a ‘‘lightweight’’ structure in favor of effectively avoiding

overfitting. Based on the pre-trained CNN-128, the input

128×128 patches are expressed with the local descriptors in

terms of the feature maps of the size 5×5×16 (the output of

‘‘Conv8’’ in CNN-128).

We then proceed to discuss the naming conventions of the

CNN based descriptors to simplify the performance eval-

uation. The CNN models, whose first convolutional layer

is initialized with SRM [7] and the proposed improved

initialization strategy, are referred to as SRM-CNN and

ISRM-CNN, respectively. The ISRM-CNN with constrained

learning, which will be shown in Section III-C, is known

as C_ISRM-CNN, and it becomes C_ISRM_C-CNN when

incorporating the contrastive loss function. In rest of this

Section, we will elaborate the involved key techniques in our

proposed CNN model.

C. THE FIRST CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER

The residual based local descriptor has long been proved

to be effective for image forgery detection in the prior arts

[8], [9] and [22]. In [18] and [33], it is further shown that the

local descriptor can be recasted as the CNN model. In our

previous work [18], the first convolutional layer of the CNN

based local descriptor is initialized with the 30 base high-

pass filters in SRM. Although it is shown to be effective

in residual computation, some of the implementation can

still be improved. In this sub-section, we will propose an

improved structure for the first convolutional layer with two

improvements: (1) the improvement on the initialization strat-

egy in [18]; (2) the constrained learning strategy for updating

the kernel weights.

1) IMPROVED INITIALIZATION STRATEGY

Let W j = [Wj1 Wj2 Wj3] denote the filter assignment for R,

G and B channels, i.e., convolution kernel of the jth output

feature map (j = 1, · · · , 30) in the first convolutional layer.

F = [F1, F2, · · · , F30] denotes the filter bank with 30 high-

pass filters in SRM, where Wji ∈ F. To generate a feature

map for input RGB test images, three filters which are similar

but not identical in F are required [18]. For the initialization

strategy in [18], the filters are re-used in sequence of their

arrangement in F, leading to W j = W ((j−1)od10)+1. Under

the circumstances, the kernels are resembled to each other

as shown in Fig. 3(a), which may attenuate the diversity

of the resulting residual signals, even though these kernels

can be fine-tuned during network training. Besides, in [18],

many kernels, e.g., W j=3, 7, 10, are composed of the filters

belonging to different residual classes with distinct high-

order statistics, which could be difficult to be modeled by

CNN. In view of this, we propose an improved initialization

strategy as follows. The 30 basic high-pass filters (linear fil-

ters and their rotated counterparts) used for initialization cor-

respond to 7 residual classes of type ‘‘spam’’ in SRM, which

include 8 filters in class ‘‘1a’’, 4 in class ‘‘2a’’, 8 in class

‘‘3a’’, 4 in class ‘‘E3a’’, 4 in class ‘‘E5a’’, 1 in class ‘‘S3a’’
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FIGURE 4. Output feature maps in the first convolutional layer of C_ISRM-CNN for two tampered images.

and 1 in class ‘‘S5a’’. If we denote the filter set in ith class

by ci (i = 1, · · · , 7), as illustrated in Table 1, we have

c1 = {F1, · · · ,F8}, c2 = {F9, · · · ,F12}, · · · , c7 = {F30}

and c = {c1, · · · , c7}. To initialize the convolution kernel

W j of size 5×5 for the R, G and B channels in the first

convolutional layer, three filters in the same class are utilized

by padding zeros around the high-pass filters in SRM. For

c1 to c5, more than three SRM filters are included in each

filter set, we initialize W j=1,··· ,28 with 28 filters taken from

ci = {Fm, · · · ,Fn} (i = 1, · · · , 5 and m ≤ j ≤ n) as follows:

W j =











[Fj Fj+1 Fj+2], if m ≤ j ≤ n− 2

[Fj Fn Fm], if j = n− 1

[Fj Fm Fm+1], otherwise

(1)

For the remaining two filter sets (c6 and c7), each with only

one filter of different size, the involved filters are actually

used to compute the submodels (residual class ‘‘S3a’’ and

‘‘S5a’’) of the same ‘‘SQUARE’’ class in SRM, and they are

indeed the same type of square kernel. Therefore, we initialize

W j=29,30 by combining these two filters symmetrically:

W29 = [F29 F30 F29], (2)

W30 = [F30 F29 F30]. (3)

The improved initialization strategy could help to: (1) gen-

erate 30 diverse kernels as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b); and

(2) ensure that each kernel comes from the filters of the

same residual class so as to obtain the residual with the same

statistical characteristic, leading to a better local descriptor.

To further show the superiority of the improved initialization

strategy, we then quantitatively evaluate the detection perfor-

mance of SRM-CNN and ISRM-CNN for CASIA v2.0 [24]

and DSO-1 [26] datasets. As shown in Table 2, ISRM-CNN

outperforms SRM-CNN by 0.5%∼1% in terms of detection

accuracy in both datasets due to the better starting point for

TABLE 2. The performance comparison in terms of detection accuracy for
different network with 1-D pooling.

model training, indicating the effectiveness of the improved

initialization strategy.

2) CONSTRAINED LEARNING STRATEGY

The utilization of the improved initialization strategy could

lead to the first convolutional layer to generate more diverse

residual feature maps. However, such potentials could be

somehow offset during model training, for the conventional

learning algorithm, e.g., stochastic gradient descent, could

not ensure retaining the high-pass filtering property of the

kernels in the first convolutional layer when updating the

kernel weights. To tackle this issue, a constrained learning

strategy is adopted by forcing the resulting kernels in the

first layer to be high-pass filtering in weight updating. Let

W n
jk be the weight matrix of nth iteration inW j for channel k

(k = 1, 2, 3), we have:
∑

1≤x,y≤5

W n
jk (x, y) = 0, (4)

and (4) is initially held for each involved high-pass filters in

SRM. And the weight updating process can be formulated as:

W n
jk = W n−1

jk +1W n−1
jk , (5)
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where 1W n
jk is the increment of W n

jk . To enforce (4) in each

iteration, it is intuitive to modify the learning strategy by

redefining 1W n
jk as:

1W n
jk = 1W n−1

jk − E(1W n−1
jk ), (6)

where E(·) denotes the expectation function. The constrained

learning could maintain the high-pass filtering property of the

learned kernels in the first layer consistently during model

training, and help to generatemore expressive residual feature

maps.

To show the effectiveness of the constrained learning

strategy (C_ISRM-CNN), we also evaluate it on CASIA

v2.0 and DSO-1 for RGB images and DVMM for grayscale

images as illustrated in Table 2. It is ready to see that,

for RGB images, the C_ISRM-CNN increase the detection

performance over ISRM-CNN by 0.65%∼1.13%. For the

DVMM dataset with grayscale images, it is noted that the

first convolutional layer is initialized with the method in [18],

because the improved initialization strategy is designed

specifically for RGB images. And the slight performance gain

of C_SRM-CNNover SRM-CNNmay attribute to the smaller

sample size of DVMM. In addition, the superiority of the

C_ISRM-CNN can also be better explained by the learned

kernels in the first convolutional layer with visualization tool.

As shown in Fig. 3 (c), for SRM-CNN, there exist many

similar learned kernels (marked with yellow boxes), some

filters exhibit in pure color and behave like smoothing filters.

While the learned kernels for C_ISRM show much more

diversity and retain the high-pass filtering property, indicating

that more distinctive residual feature maps can be generated

with the proposed C_ISRM-CNN. Finally, to show the effec-

tiveness of the first convolutional layer in suppressing the

interference of image contents, we depict three output feature

maps in the first convolutional layer of C_ISRM-CNN for

two forged images on CASIA v2.0 dataset. As illustrated

in Fig. 4, image contents (backgrounds) are successfully

suppressed and low-level forensic features (edge of objects)

are extracted, which facilitate the subsequent deeper layers of

C_ISRM-CNN to learn better high-level feature representa-

tion for splicing detection.

D. CONTRASTIVE LOSS LAYER

An expressive CNN-based local descriptor should ensure fea-

tures extracted from patches of the same identity to be similar

and those of different identity to be distinct. In specific, this

amounts to decrease the intra-class variation and increase

the inter-class deviation for the proposed CNN. To this end,

we take advantages of the contrastive loss function [35] and

compute the contrastive loss Jc as follows:

Jc =
1

2N

N
∑

n=1

(yd2 + (1 − y)max(m− d, 0)2)

y = Iy1n
(y2n), (7)

where N is the batch size of input pairs, d = ‖f 1n − f 2n ‖

is the L2 distance between two feature vectors f 1n and f 2n

extracted from the nth input pair of patches labeled by y1n and

y2n and m represents the margin that controls d . The indicator

function Ii(x) = 1 if x = i, otherwise Ii(x) = 0. Essentially,

the contrastive loss function tends to minimize the L2 norm

of two feature vectors from the same class, while it requires

the L2 distance of two feature vectors from different class to

be larger than a pre-defined margin m.

With two objective functions, i.e., the contrastive loss and

cross-entropy loss, the proposed two-branch CNN is trained

to minimize the sum of these two supervisory loss functions

weighted by a hyper parameter λ as follows:

J = 0.5 · Js1 + 0.5 · Js2 + λ · Jc, (8)

where Js1 and Js2 are the cross-entropy losses computed in

the softmax layer of each sub-network.

To verify the effectiveness of the adopted contrastive

loss function, we visually compare the extracted feature

representations of the input patches with the pre-trained

C_ISRM-CNN and C_ISRM_C-CNN models on CASIA

v2.0 dataset. For fair comparison, the two involvedmodels are

trained on the same training set and are applied to extract fea-

tures on the same validation set with same number of spliced

and pristine patches. The extracted 400-D features (5×5×16,

the output of ‘‘Conv8’’ layer of CNN-128 in Fig. 2) are pro-

jected to 2-D space for visualization as shown in Fig. 5. It is

ready to see that, compared with the features for C_ISRM-

CNN, the intra-class distance of features for C_ISRM_C-

CNN is notably decreased and the inter-class variation is

increased. As a result, the extracted features are more linearly

separable, which helps to improve the classification accuracy

for the subsequent SVM classifier. As shown in Table 2,

C_ISRM_C-CNN increases the detection performance over

C_ISRM-CNNby 0.71%∼1.56% onCASIA v2.0 dataset and

1.5% on DSO-1 dataset, respectively.

FIGURE 5. The visualization of the output feature maps in ‘‘Conv8’’ layer
of CNN-128 extracted by (a) C_ISRM-CNN and (b) C_ISRM_C-CNN on
CASIA v2.0 dataset, respectively.

E. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND FEATURE FUSION

In this sub-section, we elaborate the detailed procedure to

generate discriminative feature vectors for SVM classifica-

tion. As illustrated in Fig. 6, this process is mainly composed

of a 3-step pipeline:
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FIGURE 6. The process of generating a discriminative feature for SVM classification and the comparison between two feature fusion strategies. Note that
the red blocks in the reconstructed feature map correspond to the suspicious splicing regions with activated values larger than the ones in blue blocks
corresponding to the pristine regions.

1) IMAGE BLOCKING

In the first step, we conduct image blocking for the input

images. The block size, 128×128, is set to be consistent with

the input patch size of the pre-trained CNN model in order

to extract block-wise features. For an investigated image I

of size H × W , we partition it into R × C non-overlapping

blocks, and denote each block as b(x, y), where (x, y) is the

block index (1 ≤ x ≤ R and 1 ≤ y ≤ C).

2) FEATURE EXTRACTION

In the second step, the block based features are extracted

with the pre-trained CNN based local descriptor Conv(·),

i.e., C_ISRM_C-CNN for RGB images. For input patch block

b(x, y), it is expressed as a much condensed feature rep-

resentation f (x, y) = Conv(b(x, y)) with CNN based local

descriptor, where f (x, y) is of size 5×5×16 (5×5 matrix

of 16 channels), i.e., the output feature map of layer ‘‘Conv8’’

for CNN-128. Then, all the extracted features f (x, y) for each

block are assembled to constitute the new representation F̂

of size (5·R)×(5·C)×16 for input image I , i.e., 16 feature

images of size (5·R)×(5·C).

3) FEATURE FUSION

In the third step, we generate the final discriminative feature

vector according to F̂ with the proposed feature fusion strat-

egy, known as block pooling. For block pooling, it re-divides

each feature image of size (5·R)×(5·C) into h × w blocks,

and then fuse the block-wise features g(x, y) (1 ≤ x ≤ h

and 1 ≤ y ≤ w) of size ⌊ 5·R
h

⌋ × ⌊ 5·C
w

⌋ (⌊·⌋ is a floor

function) by applying pooling to the blocks of each feature

image independently,

Zk = [pool(gk (1, 1)), · · · pool(gk (h,w))], (9)

where k ∈ [1, 16] and pool(·) represents the max or mean

function. Finally, by concatenating all the Zk together, i.e.,

Ẑ = [Z1, · · · Z16], (10)

we obtain a h·w·16 dimensional discriminative feature vector

for SVM classification. Note that, in our implementation,

we take a fixed h × w mesh generation for feature images

of various sizes, leading to a fixed number (i.e., h · w) of

blocks regardless of the feature image size so as to maintain

the invariance of dimension for the final feature vector, which

is known as the h× w block pooling.

Unlike the global 1-D pooling strategy in our previous

work [18], which is devised to apply pooling operation on

each dimension of the vectorization of f (x, y) over R · C

extracted features, the proposed one is a local pooling strat-

egy. To show the superiority of the proposed block pooling

strategy, we then further compare these two techniques as

illustrated in Fig. 6. In the interest of simplicity, we take

k = 1. Note that the normalized activation values correspond-

ing to the pristine blocks are usually smaller than the spliced

ones in the extracted featuremap of our CNN. If block b(m, n)

of the input pristine image is misclassified as forgery, then

f (m, n) becomes the most dominant feature vector among the

involved f (x, y), 1 ≤ x ≤ R, 1 ≤ y ≤ C , and it would

spread over along each dimension of the output feature vector

Ẑ when the 1-D pooling strategy is adopted. However, at most

the values of two dimensions of the output feature vector are

affected for the block pooling strategy. This explains why

the local block pooling strategy tends to be more robust in

detection of pristine images, especially in the case of JPEG

compression which will be verified later in Section V-C.

IV. THE PROPOSED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL

NETWORK (CNN) BASED SPLICING LOCALIZATION

Compared to detection, splicing localization is much more

challenging, which requires pixel-wise predictions on the test

image. As an extension of [18], in this Section, we propose a

splicing localization method based on the pre-trained CNN

descriptor and a fully connected conditional random field

model (CRF) [36].

A. CNN-BASED SLIDING WINDOW LOCALIZATION

In the training stage, based on the labelled patch of size

128 × 128 sampled from the training images, we pre-train

the same supervised CNN model as the one for splicing

detection. The softmax classifier at the top of the pre-trained

CNN outputs the probability l ∈ [0, 1] of being tampered
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for each input patch. In the testing stage, we analyze the test

image through the patch-sized sliding window with a stride

of s pixels. Let L be the predicted binary label map with the

identical size of the test image, the predicted label L(x, y) at

position (x, y) of L is computed as follows:

L(x, y) = [
1

K

K
∑

k=1

lk ≥ τ ], (11)

where [P] is the Iverson bracket ([P] = 1 if statement P

is true, otherwise [P] = 0), lk is the tampering probability

for the k th block containing (x, y), K is the number of these

blocks and τ is the threshold whose optimal value is obtained

from training data. It is noted thatK = (p/s)2 for most L(x, y)

because the size of each block (slidingwindow) is p×p pixels,

while K is smaller for those L(x, y) near the image boundary.

Morphological operations, e.g., dilation and erosion, are then

performed to erase tiny isolated regions and fill the holes.

According to [32], the resulting binary map is less reliable

than the continuous possibility map in tampering localization,

we then further apply mean filtering with a window size of

64 × 64 to smooth the predicted label map L, leading to a

continuous splicing possibility map LMF (0 ≤ LMF ≤ 1)

which indeed helps to boost the localization performance

according to our experimental results in Section V-D.

B. REFINING BY FULLY CONNECTED CRF

Although mean filtering eliminates the mosaic artifacts

induced by sliding window, there still is room for refine-

ment of the resulting splicing possibility map. To recover

the splicing edges with a fine-grained predicted label map,

we resort to fully-connected CRF, which has shown superior

performance in semantic segmentation under the framework

of deep learning [37]. Let li be the label assignment for pixel

i, we perform pixel-wise labeling on the splicing possibility

map LMF by minimizing the following energy function based

on mean field approximation [36]:

Min
li
E(l) = Min

li
(
∑

i

ψu(li) +
∑

i<j

ψp(li, lj)), (12)

where the unary potential ψu(li) is the data term based on

class scores computed by the classifiers, and the pair-wise

potential ψp(li, lj) is a smooth term based on the local inter-

actions of pixels. In the same way to produce the distribution

over two class labels in the softmax classifier of CNN, ψu(li)

is computed based on the class conditional probability as

follows:

ψu(li) = − log
exp(vi)

∑

j exp(vi(j))
, (13)

where vi = [LMF (x, y), 1−LMF (x, y)] is a 2-D feature vector

for pixel i. The pair-wise potential ψp(li, lj) = µ(li, lj)k(fi, fj)

consists of a label compatibility functionµ(li, lj) = 1−Ili (lj),

which introduces a penalty for nearby similar pixels that

are assigned different labels, and a Gaussian kernel k(fi, fj),

which depends on the extracted features f (pixel intensity

and position) for pixel i and j, and is defined by the linear

combination of bilateral filtering kernel (weighted byw1) and

spatial kernel (weighted by w2) as follows:

k(fi, fj) = w1 exp(−
‖pi − pj‖

2

2θ2α
−

‖Ii − Ij‖
2

2θ2β
)

+w2 exp(−
‖pi − pj‖

2

2θ2γ
), (14)

where I and p are the pixel color intensity and pixel position,

respectively. Bilateral filtering term is designed for clustering

the pixels with similar colors and nearby positions to be in

the same class, and the spatial term is used for removing

small isolated regions in the splicing localization results. The

hyper parameters θα , θβ and θγ in (14) are learned from

data to control the degree of nearness and similarity. Note

that we find that the localization performance would not

increase significantly with CRF training based on extensive

experiments, which is mainly due to the unary potential is

only computed from a 2-D feature vector. Considering the

trade-off between computational cost and localization perfor-

mance, following [37], we only perform CRF inference with

the default setting in [36] when refining the localization result

in our implementation. We will evaluate the splicing localiza-

tion performance of our CNN based scheme in Section V-D.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this Section, extensive experiments are carried out to

demonstrate the effectiveness of our CNN based method for

image splicing detection and localization. We compare our

method with several state-of-the-art image forgery detection

and localization methods on some benchmark datasets.

A. DATASETS AND DATA PREPARATION

In this paper, all of our experiments are conducted on 3 pub-

lic datasets for forgery detection, i.e., CASIA v2.0 [24],

Columbia gray DVMM [34] and DSO-1 [26]. The DVMM

dataset consists of 933 authentic and 912 spliced images

of size 128×128 pixels in BMP format without any post-

processing. DSO-1 dataset is composed of 100 spliced images

with pixel-wise ground truth and 100 pristine images in

the resolution of 2,048×1,536 pixels. While the CASIA

v2.0 database contains 7,491 authentic and 5,123 forged

(spliced and copy-move) color images with the size ranging

from 240×160 to 900×600 pixels in JPEG and TIFF for-

mats. The forged images in both CASIA v2.0 and DSO-1

datasets are post-processed to increase detection difficulty.

Note that the proposed CNN based method is specifically

designed for image splicing detection and localization, thus

only the splicing images and the same number of pristine

images randomly selected from the authentic ones are utilized

in CASIA v2.0 dataset. To learn an expressive CNN based

local splicing descriptor, the statistical inconsistency near

edges of spliced regions should be captured during network

training, in other words, the training data for the CNN model

should consist of massive authentic samples (negative) and
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the ones that are partially tampered (positive). In light of

this, we draw the patches randomly alone the boundaries of

splicing regions in a forged image for the positive samples.

In specific, a patch-sized sliding window with a fixed stride

is applied to extract patches along the splicing boundaries.

For negative samples, we randomly draw equal number of

patches from the authentic images. Note that all the patches

are only extracted from the training images, which are divided

into a training set for training the CNN model and a valida-

tion set for testing its performance. To avoid overfitting in

CNN training, some label-preserving transformations, e.g.,

transposing and rotating, are conducted on the training set,

which increases the dataset by a factor of 8. For DVMM

dataset, the images in it are of size 128×128 pixels, and can

be directly used for CNN training after data augmentation.

Therefore, the patch sampling process is only conducted on

CASIA v2.0 and DSO-1 datasets.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

To evaluate the detection and localization performance of the

our CNN based method and other involved methods, for each

data set, we present the experimental results based on the

average accuracy over 5-fold cross validation. For CASIA

v2.0 and DSO-1 databases, we draw 10,064 and 29,430 patch

samples of size 128×128 from the training images, respec-

tively. Then 5/6 of the extracted patches are randomly picked

out to train the proposed CNN model and the rests are used

to validate the network performance.

The CNN model of C_ISRM_C-CNN for CNN-128 is

trained on CASIA v2.0 and DSO-1 datasets for RGB images,

while C_SRM_C-CNN is trained on DVMM dataset for

grayscale images. The mini-batch size for CNN-128 is set to

128. Within each mini-batch, the same numbers of positive

and negative samples are adopted. To incorporate the con-

trastive loss function, patch pairs across channels are sampled

offline so as to generate equal numbers of positive (patches

in the same class) and negative (patches in different classes)

pairs. The training of the proposed CNNmodel (for local fea-

ture extraction) is implemented using Caffe [38] and its Mat-

lab interface. For all the involved CNN models, we minimize

the multi-loss function (8) based on SGD optimization with

a momentum value of 0.99 and the initial learning rate is set

to 0.01 with 10% of decrement every 10 epochs. To balance

the convergence rate between softmax layer and contrastive

loss layer, we set the margin m to 10 and the weight λ of

contrastive loss function to 0.01. In addition, weight decays

are fixed to 5× 10−3 and 1× 10−3 during training stages for

CASIA v2.0 and DSO-1 datasets, respectively.

The output feature map of ‘‘Conv8’’ layer (5×5×16)

for pre-trained C_ISRM_C-CNN is used to characterize

the 128×128 RGB patches in CASIA v2.0 and DSO-1

datasets. Feature fusion is then conducted by adopting 5×5

(h = w = 5) block-pooling, leading to 400-D discrim-

inative feature vectors for test images in CASIA v2.0 and

DSO-1 datasets. In the interest of fair comparisons, the fea-

ture dimension obtained by the proposed block pooling

strategy is the same as 1-D pooling. a C-support vector

machine (SVM) [39] with non-linear RBF kernel is trained

using the resulting discriminative features for splicing detec-

tion, where the optimal parameters (C , g) of the SVM

classifier is determined by an exhaustive grid search strat-

egy. For DVMM dataset with 128×128 grayscale images,

we apply C_SRM_C-CNN to perform classification directly,

and bypass the processes described above, e.g., feature fusion

and SVM classification.

C. SPLICING DETECTION PERFORMANCE

We first compare the splicing detection performance of our

CNN based method with other state-of-the-art CNN and

hand-crafted feature based methods. Recall that the block

pooling strategy in our method is specifically designed to

improve the robustness performance, we show its effective-

ness by comparing our CNN based detector with the method

in [18] (the same CNN model with 1-D pooling strategy)

under JPEG attack. When JPEG compression is not applied,

the proposed method with block pooling outperforms consis-

tently the one in [18] with 1-D pooling on CASIA v2.0 and

DSO-1 datasets as shown in Table 3. Although only a slight

performance gain is achieved on CASIA v2.0, it is ready to

see that the proposedmethodwith block pooling increases the

performance in terms of TNR (true negative rate) by 4%when

compared with the one with 1-D pooling on DSO-1. To show

the effects of JPEG attack on feature extraction process,

we visually compare the extracted feature image F̂ (refer to

Section III-E) with and without JPEG compression. Due to

the blurred boundaries of tampered regions and the blocking

artifacts caused by JPEG compression, it not only attenu-

ates the traces of splicing operation for the forged images,

but also increases the false alarms as illustrated in Fig. 7.

To evaluate the robustness against JPEG compression for the

proposed CNN based detector and the competing methods,

we compress the images in CASIA v2.0 and DSO-1 with

QF 65, 75, 85 and 95. For CASIA v2.0, only the images in

TIFF format are utilized to avoid double JPEG compression.

Experiments are then carried out based on the following two

types of settings:
• Setting #1: Splicing detection performance is tested

on the compressed images while the CNN-based local

descriptor and the SVM model are both trained on the

uncompressed images.

• Setting #2: All the experimental settings are the same as

Setting #1 except that the CNN-based local descriptor

and the SVM classification model are both trained on

the compressed dataset.

1) COMPARISON WITH CNN BASED DETECTOR WITH

1-D POOLING FOR SETTING #1

In this circumstance, we show the effectiveness of the block

pooling strategy in practical applications, where the CNN

and SVM models are trained with uncompressed images and

tested with JPEG compressed images. We compare the detec-

tion performance of our CNN basedmethod (with block pool-

ing) with the CNN based detector (with 1-D pooling) [18].
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FIGURE 7. The heat maps of extracted feature image under different quality factors (QFs) of JPEG compression for the forged (the
first row) and pristine (the second row) images, respectively. Note that we just illustrate the feature image with single channel for
brevity.

TABLE 3. The performance comparisons of the two feature fusion strategies in terms of detection accuracy under JPEG attack for two experimental
settings on different datasets. Note that QF=100 represents the original images in each dataset.

Table 3 shows the performance comparison between the two

methods in terms of detection accuracy. It is ready to see

that although detection accuracy decreases consistently with

stronger JPEG compression on both datasets, the proposed

method outperforms the one in [18] by a clear margin on

DSO-1. For CASIA v2.0 dataset, however, only slight per-

formance gain is achieved with our method, although the

performance improvement of 1.89%∼3.73% is observed for

test images at QF=95. This is because the relationship of the

spatial size between f (x, y) and g(x, y) (refer to Section III-E)

would affect the performance of block pooling strategy.

For DSO-1 dataset, the involved test images are typically

of size 2,048×1,536, and the adopted block size (patch

block) is of 128×128. Therefore, we have 16×12 blocks of

f (x, y) after feature extraction. For CNN-128, 5×5 block-

pooling is adopted. Thus each g(x, y) consists of multiple

blocks of f (x, y), and is only affected by these f (x, y)s.

However, for CASIA v2.0 dataset, in which, 85% of images

are smaller than 640×480 pixels and the block size is still

of 128×128 pixels, each f (x, y) relates to multiple g(x, y)

after 5×5 block pooling. As a result, each f (x, y) would affect

all the associated g(x, y).

2) COMPARISON WITH CNN BASED DETECTOR WITH

1-D POOLING FOR SETTING #2

Based on this type of setting, both the training and testing

stages of splicing detection are carried out on compressed

images with the same QF. As shown in Table 3, by incorpo-

rating the block pooling strategy, the proposed CNN based

method exhibits superiority over the one with 1-D pool-

ing, especially on DSO-1 dataset, achieving the performance

gains of 1.5%∼4.5% for different QFs. In addition, the
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TABLE 4. The performance comparison of the proposed method with other state-of-the-arts traditional methods in terms of detection accuracy for two
experimental settings on different datasets. Note that QF=100 represents the original images in each dataset.

FIGURE 8. ROC curves and AUC comparisons on (a) CASIA v2.0, (b) DVMM and (c) DSO-1 datasets, respectively. Note that the
performances are tested on the datasets which contains original uncompressed images.

detection performance with block pooling on CASIA

v2.0 dataset is much better than the ones obtained in Set-

ting #1, indicating the capability of the proposed method to

detect splicing under JPEG compression. It is also observed

that the block pooling strategy outperforms 1-D pooling

by 0.28%∼1.35% and 0.87%∼1.73% when max and mean

pooling operations are adopted on CASIA v2.0 dataset,

respectively. The performance improvement in both Set-

ting #1 and #2 shows that the block pooling strategy could

alleviate the effects of JPEG compression to some extent,

especially when the spatial resolution of g(x, y) is much larger

than f (x, y).

3) COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART

SPLICING DETECTION METHODS

We compare our CNN based method with several other state-

of-the-art hand-crafted feature based image splicing detec-

tion methods, which includes He [21], Muhammad [23] and

Carvalho [25], in the same two types of experimental set-

tings. For a fair comparison, all the competing methods are

evaluated using their default settings with the same five-fold

cross validation protocol as our method. Table 4 shows the

performance comparison results. It is observed that, except

the performance obtained in Setting #1 on CASIA v2.0 with

QF = 65, our CNN based method outperforms other

involved methods at all tested QFs and on all the adopted

datasets. To the best of our knowledge, the methods in [21],

[23] and [25] are so far the state-of-the-arts hand-crafted

feature based approaches for uncompressed images on

CASIA v2.0, DVMM and DSO-1 datasets, respectively. The

artifacts left by splicing operations tends to be more difficult

to be captured by the LBP descriptor in [23] due to JPEG

compression, even when it is trained on the compressed

images for CASIA v2.0 dataset. Our CNN based method

gains the advantage over the one in [23] by 3.46% for the

original CASIA v2.0 dataset (QF = 100) and achieves the

best detection performance in Setting #2. For DVMM dataset

with grayscale images, our method outperforms convincingly

the one in [21] in terms of both accuracy and robustness

performance. Note that the method in [23] cannot be applied

to grayscale images since it is designed to detect forgeries in

YCbCr color space. In this respect, ourmethod ismore prefer-

able for its extensibility to grayscale images. For DSO-1

dataset, our method also shows superiority over the one

in [25] for the involved two experimental settings, achieving

the performance gains of 3.5% and at least 10.5% for uncom-

pressed images and Setting #2, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the

ROC curves of our method and other competing methods for

uncompressed images on the three datasets. It is observed that

the ROC performance of our method also outperforms other

methods for all the tested datasets.

4) COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART DEEP

LEARNING BASED SPLICING DETECTION METHODS

We also compare our method with state-of-the-art deep

learning based splicing detection methods, which includes,

Huh [41] and Pomari [42] on DSO-1 dataset. As illustrated

in Table 5, although a ResNet [13] with 50 layers is adopted
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FIGURE 9. Splicing localization results for four forged images with the proposed method and Li’s method. The black and white pixels in images
correspond to the splicing and authentic pixels, respectively.

TABLE 5. The performance comparison of the proposed method with
other state-of-the-arts deep learning based methods in terms of
detection accuracy on DSO-1 dataset.

in [41] and [42], our method shows superiority over them in

terms of detection accuracy with much fewer parameters.

D. SPLICING LOCALIZATION PERFORMANCE

In this sub-section, we evaluate the splicing localization per-

formance of the proposed CNN based method with fully

connected CRF on DSO-1 dataset. We set the stride of the

sliding window to be s = 8 and measure the localization

performance with the F1-score defined as follows:

F1 =
2TP

2TP+ FN + FP
, (15)

where TP, FN , FP are true positive, false negative and false

positive, respectively. We then compare the performance of

our proposed method with other state-of-the-art methods

based on Setting #1, i.e., the involved models pre-trained on

uncompressed images are directly used to localize the spliced

forgeries in images with JPEG compression.

1) COMPARISON BETWEEN CNN BASED METHODS

We first compare the performance of the proposed CNN

model (C_ISRM_C-CNN) and the one in [18] (SRM-CNN)

when incorporating with mean filtering (MF) and fully con-

nected CRF as shown in Table 6. For uncompressed images

(QF=100), the application of post-processing (MF+CRF)

could increase the F1-score by at least 2.5% for both the

CNN based methods. However, the post-processing could not

improve the localization performance for images with rel-

atively strong JPEG compression (QF≤85 for C_ISRM_C-

CNN and QF≤95 for SRM-CNN). This is because: (1) JPEG

compression tends to prevent the CNN models from cor-

rectly localizing the tampered pixels (true positive), leading

to the increase of the wrongly detected pristine pixels (false

negative); (2) Mean filtering and CRF would also refine

TABLE 6. The localization performance comparison of the proposed
method with the state-of-the-art methods in terms of F1-score under
JPEG attack on DSO-1 dataset. Note that MF stands for mean filtering.

the edges of those wrongly predicted forged regions, which

increases the value of FN . In addition, although similar

localization performances are achieved by both networks for

uncompressed images, the proposed CNNmodel consistently

outperforms the one in [18] by 5.93%∼13.9% for JPEG

compressed images owing to the improved design of CNN

model as shown in Table 6.

2) COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART

SPLICING LOCALIZATION METHOD

We then compare the localization performance of our CNN

based method with Li’s method [32], which is the state-of-

the-art hand-crafted feature based image forgery localization

method. Note that only the statistical feature in Li’s method is

adopted for our CNN based method is specifically designed

for detection of image splicing forgery. In the interest of

fairness, both the proposed CNN and Li’s statistical model

are trained on the same training set and the same step size

of 8 pixels is employed for the sliding window. As shown

in Table 6, our CNN based methods significantly improve

the localization performance in terms of F1-score for all

tested QFs, when compared with Li’s method. Fig. 9 shows

the localization results for two splicing images without

JPEG compression, it is ready to see that the utilization of

CRF significantly reduces the numbers of the misclassified

pixels (false positives and false negatives), leading to more

accurate predicted label maps with higher F1-score than

Li’s method.
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TABLE 7. The localization performance comparison of the proposed
method with other state-of-the-art deep learning based methods in terms
of F1-score on DSO-1 dataset. Note that, following the competing
methods, we train our CNN on CASIA v2.0 dataset and conduct
cross-dataset evaluation on DSO-1 dataset.

3) COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART DEEP

LEARNING BASED SPLICING LOCALIZATION METHOD

We finally compare the localization performance of our

method with several state-of-the-art deep learning based

methods in Shi [40], Huh [41] and Salloum [43]. In the

interest of fairness, following [40] and [43], we train our

method on CASIA v2.0 dataset while evaluate the local-

ization performance on DSO-1 dataset. We use the results

reported in [40], [41] and [43] for comparison. As illustrated

in Table 7, the proposed method outperforms Huh [41] and

Salloum [43] and achieves comparable performance to [40]

in terms of F1-score.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel image splicing detection and local-

ization scheme based on deep convolutional neural network

(CNN) is proposed. To suppress the effects of image con-

tents and extract more diverse and expressive residual fea-

tures for RGB color images, the first layer of the CNN

model is initialized with the optimized combination of the

30 basic high-pass filters used in spatial rich model (SRM)

for image steganalysis. A constrained learning strategy is then

applied in the first convolutional layer to retain the high-pass

properties for the learned kernels. In addition to the cross-

entropy loss, the contrastive loss function is also adopted

to improve the generalization ability of the proposed CNN

model, which consists of two symmetric sub-networks with

shared parameters. In our method, the CNN model serves

as a local feature descriptor, which is trained based on the

labelled patches sampled from the training images. The pre-

trained CNN based local descriptor is then used to extract

block-wise features from the input test images, and a feature

fusion strategy, known as block pooling, is incorporated to

obtain the final discriminative features for image splicing

detection with SVM classifier. Compared to the 1-D pooling

in our previous work, the proposed block pooling strategy

shows to improve the robustness performance in splicing

detection of JPEG compressed images. The proposed CNN

model is then further generalized to the task of image splicing

localization by incorporating with the fully-connected CRF

model. Extensive experiments are carried out on several pub-

lic datasets, which demonstrates the superior performance of

the proposed CNN based method over other state-of-the-art

methods in image splicing detection and localization, espe-

cially for JPEG compressed images, which is more preferable

for practical applications.
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